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Influencer Mr. Bags  collaborated with Longchamp for Chinese New Year. Image credit: Mr Bags

 
By SARAH JONES

Spending during Chinese New Year has been steadily increasing in recent years, with sales up 10 percent in 2018,
according to new research from Fashionbi.

Consumers spent a total $145.9 billion on retail and catering during the seven-day public holiday, with categories
such as travel and entertainment also seeing significant expenditures. As luxury brands looked to engage Chinese
clientele around Lunar New Year, digital tactics that included celebrity endorsements or omnichannel interactions
proved most effective.

"It's  hard to judge which brand got the best results since we have no access to the sales figures of the special product
launches and limited-edition collections," said Yana Bushmeleva, chief operating officer at Fashionbi, Milan.

"Personally, I think that Longchamp brand had the most well-thought strategy. In contrast to many other brands which
started the Lunar New Year campaigns at the end of January and the beginning of February, Longchamp announced
its special capsule collection in collaboration with Mr.Bags at the end of 2017," she said. "Opposite to other
collections, there were no products in red color, the new bags which were designed together with Mr.Bags were
made from a new leather type and in new sizes formats.

"Longchamp also used omni-marketing approach. The collection was promoted via WeChat account and directly
from the app the readers were able to get all the information on the collection and collaboration and to register for
the offline event at Longchamp boutique with Mr.Bags."

Dogged digital marketing
According to Fashionbi's "2018 Chinese New Year" report, Chinese consumers begin their preparations for the
holiday days or weeks in advance. Data from Criteo points to upticks in spending on fashion, food and groceries
and beauty in the weeks before Lunar New Year.

Looking to be part of this celebration, many brands rolled out digital efforts to engage the tech-savvy Chinese
customer.
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Taking the tradition of gifting red envelopes with money, or "hongbao," into the digital age, both WeChat and Alipay
offered consumers the ability to send these packets to friends or family electronically. WeChat parent company
shared that 768 million people used WeChat pay to gift hongbao this year, an increase of 10 percent over last year.

Brands including Dior and Tod's created branded hongbao that could be sent electronically.

Leveraging the power of celebrity, a number of brands partnered with stars for their Chinese New Year campaigns
on Weibo. Dior worked with Angelababy, while Burberry sent out a video message from Kris Wu that was shared
more than 12,000 times.

Partnering with local figures can help brands' messages gain more traction on Weibo, since this type of content
tends to perform well.

Burberry previously worked with Kris Wu on a capsule collection. Image credit: Burberry

Weibo was also home to a number of brand greeting cards, including ones from Chanel and Miu Miu.

Many WeChat efforts, on the other hand, were focused on driving conversions. T iffany & Co., Bulgari and Louis
Vuitton were among the labels sharing gifting ideas with direct paths to purchase.

Along with digitally-centric campaigns, omnichannel marketing was also key at reaching Chinese consumers.

Hugo Boss launched a lottery program on WeChat in which followers could win tickets for use in its stores. When
they went to the stores and spent certain amounts, they were gifted items such as a Mahjong table game.

Prada similarly drove bricks-and-mortar traffic through both Chinese and Western social media by promoting its
pop-up featuring robotic dogs.
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It 's t ime to celebrate! Happy Chinese New Year from Prada. #CNY2018

A post shared by Prada (@prada) on Feb 16, 2018 at 7:49am PST

Along with digital efforts, luxury brands rolled out canine-themed products in honor of the Year of the Dog.

Man's best friend was incorporated into thematic collections and one-off editions. While luxury brands typically
celebrate each Chinese New Year with special editions, this year's zodiac sign inspired significantly more playful
pushes (see story).

Social imperative
By 2020, Chinese social media use is estimated to hit 647 million active users, making a presence on local platforms
essential for luxury brands aiming to speak to China's affluent and aspirational consumers.

According to Fashionbi's trend report, China's social media use has reconfigured how consumers in the Chinese
market shop, with most opting for social commerce facilitated through platforms such as Weibo and WeChat.
Developing a localized voice is a vital strategy for brands looking to make headway with consumers located outside
the West, and in China, without social media it is  nearly impossible to build awareness or conversions (see story).

With 78 percent of affluent Chinese consumers purchasing high-end goods on mobile devices, luxury marketers
must amplify their online efforts to further facilitate mobile conversions, according to a report from Emerging
Insider.

Emerging Insider's "The Purchasing Habits of China's Affluent Population" report found that as consumers' comfort
with mobile commerce has grown, digital marketing has become influential in the path to purchase and is likely to
gain momentum. Of the affluent Chinese surveyed, Emerging Insider found that 22 percent said seeing an
advertisement led to making a purchase, while 36 percent saw an item of interest via a social media influencer (see
story).

"I believe the brands can reach higher impact on WeChat, especially taking into consideration the wide range of
functions that the platform provides," Fashionbi's Ms. Bushmeleva said. "Gamification activities can engage the
readers and attract the users to online and offline stores, or simple 'features' from the brand can also be appealing
to the consumers, for example special gold stickers from Louis Vuitton.

"The WeChat lottery idea from Hugo Boss, an imitation of a slot machine, was also very interesting, by playing on
the WeChat slot machine the customers were able to get the coupons for the shopping at the Hugo Boss brick-and-
mortar stores.

"In other words, any innovation beyond the simple product promotion."
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